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JAUME VILASECA TRIO & MAR
Jazz project with the inclusion of the young promise Mar Vilaseca on the music if the British
progressive rock band Genesis, within the period between “Trespass” (1970) and “The lamb lies
down on Broadway” (1974). It is the continuation of the “Jazznesis” project (Discmedi, 2008), but
it brings the Genesis songs to the Mediterranean and Latin styles and it includes flamenco
arrangements.
Mar Vilaseca, Pop Jazz singer at the beginning of her music career, joins the band, giving the
project a new color. Her youthfulness adds a special energy to the trio, opening doors to other
markets and sectors in the music industry. Nowadays, this project has been programmed for the
San Javier Jazz Festival 2016.
Jazznesis II, the seventh album of J.V., completes the work of Genesis, revisited and arranged by
this composer, delivering a unique style and providing touches from our music. We believe the
cultural interest of this project, besides fostering young talent like Mar, consists in showcasing the
Spanish cultural diversity, bringing together Classic Flamenco and a very progressive Jazz in the
original style of the Mediterranean influences in Jaume Vilaseca’s music.
In order to celebrate the centenary of Enrique Granados, the band will pay tribute to the
composer at the end of every concert, performing a Jazz version of one of his compositions.
As long as it is possible, Jaume Vilaseca can include pedagogical sessions to his concerts in the
form of workshops and master classes. In most cases, this sessions are free. Vilaseca is also a
lecturer at the Liceu High School.
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JAUME VILASECA TRIO & MAR
Jaume Vilaseca
piano and composition
Dick Them
Bass and double bass
Ramón Diaz
drums and percussion
Mar Vilaseca
voice
Show Duration: 1h15min
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Clip Timetable: https://youtu.be/x3k5T3AvoWI
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JAUME VILASECA
He studied piano and harmony in the Conservatori Municipal de Barcelona and in the Liceu de
Barcelona. He attended courses and seminars to widen his studies.
Since 2002 he leads a jazz-fusion trio that has kept the roots of jazz while looking for flamenco and
Latino rhythms and melodies. They have played in jazz festivals all around the world. In 2013 they
recorded “Coming Home”, the sixth work of the trio, as a result of the intense collaboration with
the sitarist Ravi Chary.
In 2015 , the trio recorded the second part of a very interesting work based on jazz arrangements
about the music of the legendary rock progresssive band, Genesis.The name is JAZZZNESIS II.
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RAMÓN DÍAZ
He studied in the Centro de Estudios Musicales de Santa Cruz de Tenerife, his hometown, and in
the Taller de Músics de Barcelona. He has made several seminars. He has played with many
international recognized artist during his activity in the world of jazz like ave Schnitter, Jean
Toussaint, or Chano Domínguez.

DICK THEM
He has a degree in jazz studies from the Escuela Superior de Música de Catalunya and has
developed a long career as a performing and recording artist, having participated in more than 30
cds and in uncountable international jazz festivals. He has also contributed in spanish professional
music magazines like Guitar Player or Batería Total with music lessons and teaches at several
music schools.
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SPAIN
FESTIVAL DE JAZZ DE SAN JAVIER
FESTIVAL DE JAZZ DE MADRID
FESTIVAL DE JAZZ DE YECLA
FESTIVAL DE JAZZ D’ALMERIA
FESTIVAL DE JAZZ DE MARBELLA
FESTIVAL DE JAZZ DE LLEIDA
FESTIVAL DE JAZZ DE JAÉN
FESTIVAL CONTRABAIX
FESTIVAL D’ESTIU DE BARCELONA GREC
MERCAT DE MÚSICA VIVA DE VIC
PALAU DE LA MÚSICA DE BARCELONA
SWING A LES GOLFES ALELLA
FESTIVAL ALCUDIAJAZZ 2013
INTERNATIONAL
MANCHESTER JAZZ FESTIVAL (UK)
MARNEY FLAGEY JAZZ FESTIVAL (Bèlgica)
FESTIVAL BARRANQUIJAZZ (Colòmbia)
FESTIVAL DE JAZZ DE MANIZALES (Colòmbia)
PENANG ISLAND JAZZ FESTIVAL (Malàisia)
BEIJING JAZZ FESTIVAL (Xina)
SHANGAI BAOSHAN CULTURAL CENTER (Xina)
THE HOUSE OF BLUES AND JAZZ (Xina)
PUERTA DE LAS AMÉRICAS (Mèxic)
MERCADO CULTURAL DE BAHIA (Brasil)
RICH MIX (Londres 2013)
MIAMI HISPANIC FESTIVAL (EEUU 2013)
FESTIVAL DE JAZZ DE LODZ
FESTIVAL DE JAZZ DE VARSOVIA.
Gires per POLÒNIA, ANDORRA, ÍNDIA, MARROC, LÍBAN, COLÒMBIA,
PERÚ, VENEÇUELA...
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